We describe a storage system that removes I/O bottlenecks to achieve more than one million IOPS based on a userspace file abstraction for arrays of commodity SSDs. The file abstraction refactors I/O scheduling and placement for extreme parallelism and non-uniform memory and I/O. The system includes a set-associative, parallel page cache in the user space. We redesign page caching to eliminate CPU overhead and lock-contention in non-uniform memory architecture machines. We evaluate our design on a 32 core NUMA machine with four, eight-core processors. Experiments show that our design delivers 1.23 million 512-byte read IOPS. The page cache realizes the scalable IOPS of Linux asynchronous I/O (AIO) and increases user-perceived I/O performance linearly with cache hit rates. The parallel, set-associative cache matches the cache hit rates of the global Linux page cache under real workloads.
INTRODUCTION
Systems that perform fast, random I/O are revolutionizing commercial data services and scientific computing, creating the capability to quickly extract information from massive data sets [15] . For example, NoSQL systems underlying cloud stores generate small, incoherent I/Os that search key indexes and reference values, tables, documents, or graphs. The design of Amazon's DynamoDB testifies to this trend; it differentiates itself as a fast and scalable technology based on integrating SSDs into a key/value database [1] . In scientific computing, SSDs improve the throughput of graph and network analyses by an order of magnitude over magnetic disk [28] . Data sets that describe graphs are notoriously difficult to analyze on the steep memory hierarchies of conventional HPC hardware [14] , because they induce fine-grained, incoherent data accesses. The future of data-driven computing will rely on extending random access to large-scale storage, building on today's SSDs and other non-volatile memories as they emerge.
Specialized hardware for random access offers an effective solution, albeit costly. For example, Fusion-IO provides NAND-flash persistent memory that delivers over one million accesses per second. Fusion-IO represents a class of persistent memory devices that are used as application accelerators integrated as memory addressed directly from the processor. As another approach, the Cray XMT architecture implements a flat memory system so that all cores have fast access to all memory addresses. This approach is limited by memory size. All custom hardware approaches cost multiples of commodity SSDs.
While recent advances in commodity SSDs have produced machines with hardware capable of over one million random IOPS, standard system configurations fail to realize the full potential of the hardware. Performance issues are ubiquitous in hardware and software, ranging from the assignment of interrupts, to non-uniform memory bandwidth, to lock contention in device drivers and the operating system. Problems arise because I/O systems were not designed for the extreme parallelism of multicore processors and SSDs. The design of file systems, page caches, device drivers and I/O schedulers does not reflect the parallelism (tens to hundreds of contexts) of the threads that initiate I/O or the multi-channel devices that service I/O requests.
None of the I/O access methods in Linux kernel perform well on a high-speed SSD array. I/O requests go through many layers in the kernel before reaching a device [12] . This produces significant CPU consumption under high IOPS. Each layer in the block subsystem uses locks to protect its data structures during concurrent updates. Furthermore, SSDs require many parallel I/Os to achieve optimal performance, while synchronous I/O, such as buffered I/O and direct I/O, issues one I/O request per thread at a time. The many threads needed to load the I/O system produce lock contention and high CPU consumption. Asynchronous I/O (AIO), which issues multiple requests in a single thread, provides a better option for accessing SSDs. However, AIO does not integrate with the operating system page cache so that SSD throughput limits user-perceived performance.
The goal of our system design is twofold: (1) to eliminate bottlenecks in parallel I/O to realize the full potential of SSD arrays and (2) to integrate caching into SSD I/O to amplify the user-perceived performance to memory rates. Although the performance of SSDs has advanced in the past years, it does not approach memory both in random IOPS or latency (Table 1) . Furthermore, RAM may be accessed at a finer granularity 64 versus 512 bytes, which can widen the performance gap by another factor of eight for workloads that perform small requests. We conclude that SSDs require a memory page cache interposed between an SSD file system and applications. This is in contrast to translating SSD storage into the memory address space using direct I/O. A major obstacle to overcome is that the page caches in operating systems do not scale to millions of IOPS. They were designed for magnetic disks that perform only about 100 IOPS per device. Performance suffers as access rates increase owing to lock contention and with increased mutlicore parallelism owing to processor overhead.
The first contribution of this paper is the design of a userspace file abstraction that performs more than one million IOPS on commodity hardware. We implement a thin software layer that gives application programmers synchronous and asynchronous interfaces to file I/O. The system modifies I/O scheduling, interrupt handling, and data placement to reduce processor overhead, eliminate lock contention, and account for affinities between processors, memory, and storage devices.
We further present a scalable user-space cache for NUMA machines and arrays of SSDs that realizes I/O performance of Linux asynchronous I/O for cache misses and preserve the cache hit rates of the Linux page cache under real workloads. Our cache design is set-associative; it breaks the page buffer pool into a large number of small page sets and manages each set independently to reduce lock contention. The cache design extends to NUMA architectures by partitioning the cache by processors and using message passing for interprocessor communication.
The evaluation on a 32 core NUMA machine shows promising results. Our design delivers 1.23 million 512-byte read IOPS with our current hardware. The page cache realizes the scalable IOPS of Linux asynchronous I/O (AIO) and increases user-perceived I/O performance linearly with cache hit rates. To demonstrate the performance of our system in a typical HPC environment, we integrate it into the IOR benchmark [30] , a popolar HPC benchmark for I/O performance. The IOR benchmark further shows our design achieves good performance for all request sizes and the synchronous write in our system performs nearly as well as asynchronous write.
RELATED WORK
This research falls into the broad area of the scalability operating systems with parallelism. Several research efforts [3, 32] treat a multicore machine as a network of independent cores and implement OS functions as a distributed system of processes that communicate with message passing. We embrace this idea for processors and hybridize it with traditional SMP programming models for cores. Specifically, we use shared memory for communication inside a processor and message passing between processors.
random IOPS latency granularity ioDrive Octal [13] 1,300,000 45µs 512B OCZ Vertex 4 [23] 120,000 20µs 512B DDR3-1333 7,300,000 15ns 64B As a counterpoint, a team from MIT [8] conducted a comprehensive survey on the kernel scalability and concluded that the traditional monolithic kernel can also have good parallel performance. We demonstrate that this is not the case for the page cache at millions of IOPS.
More specifically, our work relates to the scalable page caching. Yui et al. [33] designed a lock-free cache management for database based on Generalized CLOCK [31] and use a lock-free hashtable as index. They evaluated their design in a eight-core computer. We provide an alternative design of scalable cache and evaluate our solution at a larger scale.
The open-source community has improved the scalability of Linux page cache. Read-copy-update (RCU) [20] reduces contention through lock-free synchronization of parallel reads from the page cache (cache hits). However, the Linux kernel still relies on spin locks to protect page cache from concurrent updates (cache misses). In contrast, our design focuses on random I/O, which implies a high churn rate of pages into and out of the cache.
Park et al. [24] evaluated the performance effects of SSDs on scientific I/O workloads and they used workloads with large I/O requests. They concluded that SSDs can only provide modest performance gains over mechanical hard drives. As the advance of SSD technology, the performance of SSDs have been improved significantly, we demonstrate that our SSD array can provide random and sequential I/O performance many times faster than mechanical hard drives to accelerate scientific applications.
The set-associative cache was originally inspired by theoretical results that shows that a cache with restricted associativity can approximate LRU [29] . We build on this result to create a set-associative cache that matches the hit rates of the Linux kernel in practice.
The high IOPS of SSDs have revealed many performance issues with traditional I/O scheduling, which has lead to the development of new fair queuing techniques that work well with SSDs [25] . We also have to modify I/O scheduling as one of many optimizations to storage performance.
Our previous work [34] shows that a fixed size set-associative cache achieves good scalability with parallelism using a RAM disk. This paper extend this result to SSD arrays and adds features, such as replacement, write optimizations, and dynamic sizing. The design of the user-space file abstraction is novel to this paper as well.
A HIGH IOPS FILE ABSTRACTION
Although one can attach many SSDs to a machine, it is a non-trivial task to aggregate the performance of all SSDs. The default Linux configuration delivers only a fraction of optimal performance owing to skewed interrupt distribution, device affinity in the NUMA architecture, poor I/O scheduling, and lock contention in Linux file systems and device drivers. The process of optimizing the storage system to realize the full hardware potential includes setting configuration parameters, the creation and placement of dedicated threads that perform I/O, and data placement across SSDs. Our experimental results demonstrate that our design improves system IOPS by a factor of 3.5.
Reducing Lock Contention
Parallel access to file systems exhibits high lock contention. Ext3/ext4 holds an exclusive lock on an inode, a data structure representing a file system object in the Linux kernel, for both reads and writes. For writes, XFS holds an exclusive lock on each inode that deschedules a thread if the lock is not immediately available. In both cases, high lock contention causes significant CPU overhead or, in the case of XFS, frequent context switch, and prevents the file systems from issuing sufficient parallel I/O. Lock contention is not limited to the file system, the kernel has shared and exclusive locks for each block device (SSD).
To eliminate lock contention, we create a dedicated thread for each SSD to serve I/O requests and use asynchronous I/O (AIO) to issue parallel requests to an SSD. Each file in our system consists of multiple individual files, one file per SSD, a design similar to PLFS [4] . By dedicating an I/O thread per SSD, the thread owns the file and the per-device lock exclusively at all time. There is no lock contention in the file system and block devices. AIO allows the single thread to output multiple I/Os at the same time. The communication between application threads and I/O threads is similar to message passing. An application thread sends requests to an I/O thread by adding them to a rendezvous queue. The add operation may block the application thread if the queue is full. Thus, the I/O thread attempts to dispatch requests immediately upon arrival. Although there is locking in the rendezvous queue, the locking overhead is reduced by the two facts: each SSD maintains its own message queue, which reduces lock contention; the current implementation bundles multiple requests in a single message, which reduces the number of cache invalidations caused by locking.
Processor Affinity
Non-uniform performance to memory and the PCI bus throttles IOPS owing to the inefficiency of remote accesses. In recent multi-processor machines for both AMD and Intel architectures, each processor connects to its own memory and PCI bus. The memory and PCI bus of remote processors are directly addressable, but at increased latency and reduced throughput.
We avoid remote accesses by binding I/O threads to the processors connected to the SSDs that they access. This optimization leverages our design of using dedicated I/O threads, making it possible to localize all requests, regardless of how many threads perform I/O. By binding threads to processors, we ensure that all I/Os are sent to the local PCI bus.
Other Optimizations
Distributing Interrupts: With the default Linux setting, interrupts from SSDs are not evenly distributed among processor cores and we often witness that all interrupts are sent to a single core. Such large a number of interrupts saturates a CPU core which throttles system-wide IOPS. We remove this bottleneck by distributing interrupts evenly among all physical cores of a processor using the message signalled interrupts extension to PCI 3.0 (MSI-X) [21] . MSI-X allows devices to select targets for up to 2048 interrupts. We distribute the interrupts of a storage controller host-bus adapter across multiple cores of its local processor. I/O scheduler: Completely Fair Queuing (CFQ), the default I/O scheduler in the Linux kernel >2.6.18, maintains I/O requests in per-thread queues and allocates time slices for each process to access disks to achieve fairness. When many threads access many SSDs simultaneously, CFQ prevent threads from delivering sufficient parallel requests to keep SSDs busy. Performance issues with CFQ and SSDs have lead researchers to redesign I/O scheduling [25] . Future Linux releases plan to include new schedulers.
At present, there are two solutions. The most common is to use the noop I/O scheduler, which does not perform perthread request management. This also reduces CPU overhead. Alternatively, accessing an SSD from a single thread allows CFQ to inject sufficient requests. Both solutions alleviate the bottleneck in our system. Data Layout: To realize peak aggregate IOPS, we parallelize I/O among all SSDs by distributing data. We offer three data distribution functions implemented in the data mapping layer of Figure 1 .
• Striping: Data are divided into fixed-size small blocks placed on successive disks in increasing order. This layout is most efficient for sequential I/O, but susceptible to hotspots.
• Rotated Striping: Data are divided into stripes but the start disk for each stripe is rotated, much like distributed parity in RAID5 [27] . This pattern prevents strided access patterns from skewing the workload to a single SSD.
• Hash mapping: The placement of each block is randomized among all disks. This fully declusters hotspots, but requires each block to be translate by a hash function. Workloads that do not perform sequential I/O benefit from randomization.
Implementation
We implement this system in a user-space library that exposes a simple file abstraction (SSDFA) to user applications. It supports basic operations such as file creation, deletion, open, close, read and write, and provides both synchronous and asynchronous read and write interface. Each virtual file has metadata to keep track of the corresponding files on the underlying file system. Currently, it does not support directories.
The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1 . It builds on top of a Linux native file system on each SSD. Ext3/ext4 performs well in the system as does XFS, which we use in experiments. Each SSD has a dedicated I/O thread to process application requests. On completion of an I/O request, a notification is sent to a dedicated callback thread for processing the completed requests. The callback threads help to offload computation in the I/O threads and help applications to achieve processor affinity. Each processor has a callback thread.
A SET-ASSOCIATIVE PAGE CACHE
The emergence of SSDs has introduced a new performance bottleneck into page caching: managing the high churn or page turnover associated with the large number of IOPS supported by these devices. Previous efforts to parallelize the Linux page cache focused on parallel read throughput from pages already in the cache. For example, read-copy-update (RCU) [20] provides low-overhead wait free reads from multiple threads. This supports high-throughput to in-memory pages, but does not help address high page turnover.
Cache management overheads associated with adding and evicting pages in the cache limit the number of IOPS that Linux can perform. The problem lies not just in lock contention, but delays from the L1-L3 cache misses during page translation and locking. We redesign the page cache to eliminate lock and memory contention among parallel threads by using set-associativity. The page cache consists of many small sets of pages ( Figure 2 ). A hash function maps each logical page to a set in which it can occupy any physical page frame.
We manage each set of pages independently using a single lock and no lists. For each page set, we retain a small amount of metadata to describe the page locations. We also keep one byte of frequency information per page. We keep the metadata of a page set in one or few cache lines to minimize CPU cache misses. If a set is not full, a new page is added to the first unoccupied position. Otherwise, a user-specified page eviction policy is invoked to evict a page. The current available eviction policies are LRU, LFU, Clock [11] and GClock [31] .
As shown in figure 2 , each page contains a pointer to a linked list of I/O requests. When a request requires a page Figure 2: The organization of the set-associative cache showing the data structures and locks for pages and page sets. The hash0 and hash1 functions implement linear hashing [18] used to resize the cache. n = init size × 2 level .
for which an I/O is already pending, the request will be added to the queue of the page. Once I/O on the page is complete, all requests in the queue will be served. There are two levels of locking to protect the data structure of the cache:
• per-page lock: a spin lock to protect the state of a page.
• per-set lock: a spin lock to protect search, eviction, and replacement inside a page set. A page also contains a reference count that prevents a page from being evicted while the page is being used by other threads.
Resizing
A page cache must support dynamic resizing to share physical memory with processes and swap. We implement dynamic resizing of the cache with linear hashing [18] . Linear hashing proceeds in rounds that double or halve the hashing address space. The actual memory usage can grow and shrink incrementally. We hold the total number of allocated pages through loading and eviction within the page sets. When splitting a page set i, we rehash its pages to set i and init size × 2 level + i. The number of page sets is defined as init size × 2 level + split. level indicates the number of times that pages have been split. split points to the page set to be split. The cache uses two hash functions within each level hash0 and hash1 :
) If the result of hash0 is smaller than split, hash1 is used for the page lookup as shown in figure 2.
Read and write optimizations
Even though SSDs deliver high random IOPS, they still have higher throughput for larger I/O requests [6] . Furthermore, accessing a block of data on an SSD goes through a long code path in the kernel and consumes a significant number of CPU cycles [12] . By initiating larger requests, we can reduce CPU consumption and increase throughput.
Our page cache converts large read requests into a multibuffer requests in which each buffer is single page in the page cache. Because we use the multi-buffer API of libaio, the pages need not be contiguous in memory. A large application request may be broken into multiple requests if some pages in the range read by the request are already in the cache or the request crosses a stripe boundary. The split requests are reassembled once all I/O completes and then delivered to the application as a single request.
The page cache has a dedicated thread to flush dirty pages. It selects dirty pages from the page sets where the number of dirty pages exceeds a threshold and write them with parallel asynchronous I/O to SSDs. Flushing dirty pages can reduce average write latency, which dramatically improves the performance of synchronous write issued by applications. However, the scheme may also increase the amount of data written to SSDs. To reduce the number of dirty pages to be flushed, the current policy within a page set is to select the dirty pages that are most likely to be evicted in a near future.
To reduce write I/O, we greedily flush all adjacent dirty pages using a single I/O, including pages that have not yet been scheduled for writeback. This optimization was originally proposed in disk file systems [2] . The hazard is that flushing pages early will generate more write I/O when pages are being actively written. To avoid generating more I/O, we tweak the page eviction policy, similar to CFLRU [26] , to keep dirty pages in the memory longer: when the cache evicts a page from a set, it tries to evict a clean page if possible.
NUMA design
Performance issues arise when operating a global, shared page cache on a non-uniform memory architecture. The problems stem from the increased latency of remote memory access, the reduced throughput of remote bulk memory copy [17] . A global, shared page cache treats all devices and memory uniformly. In doing so, it creates increasingly many remote operations as we scale the number of processors.
We extend the set-associative cache for the NUMA architectures (NUMA-SA) to optimize for workloads with relatively high cache hit rates and tackle hardware heterogeneity. The NUMA-SA cache design was inspired by multicore operating systems that treat each core a node in a message-passing distributed system [3] . However, we hybridize this concept with standard SMP programming models: we use message passing for inter-processor operations but use shared-memory among the cores within each processor. Figure 3 shows the design of NUMA-SA cache. Each processor attached to SSDs has threads dedicated to performing I/O for each SSD. The dedicated I/O thread removes contention for kernel and file locks. The processors without SSDs maintain page caches to serve applications I/O requests.
I/O requests from applications are routed to the caching nodes through message passing to reduce remote memory access. The caching nodes maintain message passing queues and a pool of threads for processing messages. On completion of an I/O request, the data is written back to the destination memory directly and then a reply is sent to the issuing thread. This design opens opportunities to move ap- plication computation to the cache to reduce remote memory access. We separate I/O nodes from caching nodes in order to balance computation. I/O operations require significant CPU and running a cache on an I/O node overloads the processor and reduces IOPS. This is a design decision, not a requirement, i.e. we can run a set-associative cache on the I/O nodes as well. In a NUMA machine, a large fraction of I/Os require remote memory transfers. This happens when application threads run on other nodes than I/O nodes. Separating the cache and I/O nodes does increase remote memory transfers. However, balanced CPU utilization makes up for this effect in performance. As systems scale to more processors, we expect that few processors will have PCI buses, which will increase the CPU load on these nodes, so that splitting these functions will continue to be advantageous.
Message passing creates many small requests and synchronizing these requests can become expensive. Message passing may block sending threads if their queue is full and receiving threads if their queue is empty. Synchronization of requests often involves cache line invalidation on shared data and thread rescheduling. Frequent thread rescheduling wastes CPU cycles, preventing application threads from getting enough CPU. We reduce synchronization overheads by amortizing them over larger messages.
EVALUATION
We evaluate our implementation with various workloads. We start with the evaluation on the user-space file abstraction without caching to demonstrate the raw performance of the hardware. We evaluate the page cache in the file abstraction with various workloads from commercial data services and scientific applications. We further integrate our system into the IOR benchmark [30] to measure its performance in a typical HPC environment.
We conduct experiments on a non-uniform memory architecture machine with four Intel Xeon E5-4620 processors, clocked at 2.2GHz, and 512GB memory of DDR3-1333. Each processor has eight cores with hyperthreading enabled, resulting in 16 logical cores. Only two processors in the machine have PCI buses connected to them. The machine has three LSI SAS 9217-8i host bus adapters (HBA) connected to a SuperMicro storage chassis, in which 16 OCZ Vertex 4 SSDs are installed. In addition to the LSI HBAs, there is one RAID controller that connects to disks with root filesystem. The machine runs Ubuntu Linux 12.04 and Linux kernel v3.2.30.
To compare the best performance of our system design with that of the Linux, we measure the system in two configurations: an SMP architecture using a single processor and NUMA using all processors. On all I/O measures, Linux performs best from a single processor. Remote memory operations make using all four processors slower.
• SMP configuration: 16 SSDs connect to one processor through two LSI HBAs controlling eight SSDs each. All threads run on the same processor. Data are striped across SSDs.
• NUMA configuration: 16 SSDs are connected to two processors. Processor 0 has five SSDs attached to an LSI HBA and one through the RAID controller. Processor 1 has two LSI HBAs with five SSDs each. Application threads are evenly distributed across all four processors. Data are distributed through a hash mapping that assigns 10% more I/Os to the LSI HBA attached SSDs. The RAID controller is slower. Experiments use the configurations shown in Table 2 if not stated otherwise.
User-Space File Abstraction
This section enumerates the effectiveness of the hardware and software optimizations implemented in the SSD userspace file abstraction without caching, showing the contribution of each. The size of the smallest requests issued by the page cache is 4KB, so we focus on 4KB read and write performance. In each experiment, we read/write 40GB data randomly through the SSD file abstraction in 16 threads. We perform four optimizations on the SSD file abstraction in succession to optimize performance.
• O even-irq: distribute interrupts evenly among all CPU cores;
• O bind-cpu: bind threads to the processor local to the SSD;
• O noop: use the noop I/O scheduler;
• O io-thread: create a dedicated I/O threads to access each SSD on behalf of the application threads. Figure 4 shows I/O performance improvement of the SSD file abstraction when applying these optimizations in succession. Performance reaches a peak 765,000 read IOPS and 699,000 write IOPS from a single processor up from 209,000 and 191,000 IOPS unoptimized. Distributing interrupts removes a CPU bottleneck for read. Binding threads to the local processor has a profound impact, doubling both read and write by eliminating remote operations. Dedicated I/O threads improves write throughput, which we attribute to removing lock contention on the file system's inode.
When we apply all optimizations, the system realizes the performance of raw SSD hardware, as shown in Figure 4 . It only loses less than 1% random read throughput and 2.4% random write throughput. The performance loss mainly comes from disparity among SSDs, because the system performs at the speed of the slowest SSD in the array. When writing data to SSDs, individual SSDs slow down due to garbage collection, which causes the entire SSD array to slow down. Therefore, write performance loss is higher than read performance loss. These performance losses compare well with the 10% performance loss measured by Caulfield [9] .
When we apply all optimizations in the NUMA configuration, we approach the full potential of the hardware, reaching 1.23 million read IOPS. We show performance alongside the the Fusion-IO ioDrive Octal [13] for a comparison with state of the art memory-integrated NAND flash products (Table 3 ). This reveals that our design realizes comparable read performance using commodity hardware. SSDs have a 4KB minimum block size so that 512 bytes write a partial block and, thus, slow. The 766K 4KB writes offer a better point of comparison. We further compare our system with Linux software options, including block interfaces (software RAID) and file systems ( Figure 5 ). Although software RAID can provide comparable performance in SMP configurations, NUMA results in a performance collapse to less than half the IOPS. Locking structures in file systems prevent scalable performance on Linux software RAID. Ext4 holds a lock to protect its data structure for both reads and writes. Although XFS realizes good read performance, it performs poorly for writes due to the exclusive locks that deschedule a thread if they are not immediately available.
As an aside, we see a performance decrease in each SSD as more SSDs are accessed in a HBA, as shown in Figure 6 . A single SSD can deliver 73,000 4KB-read IOPS and 61,000 4KB-write IOPS, while eight SSDs in a HBA deliver only 47,000 read IOPS and 44,000 write IOPS per SSD. Other work confirms this phenomena [12] . The aggregate IOPS of an SSD array increases as the number of SSDs increases. Multiple HBAs scale. Performance degradation may be caused by lock contention in the HBA driver as well as by the interfere inside the hardware itself. As a design rule, we attach as few SSDs to a HBA as possible to increase the overall I/O throughput of the SSD array in the NUMA configuration.
Set-Associative Caching
We demonstrate the performance of set-associative and NUMA-SA caches under different workloads to illustrate their overhead and scalability and compare performance with the Linux page cache.
We choose workloads that exhibit high I/O rates and ran- For experiments with multiple application threads, we dynamically dispatch small batches of I/O using a shared work queue so that all threads finish at nearly the same time, regardless of system and workload heterogeneity.
We measure the performance of Linux page cache with careful optimizations. We install Linux software RAID on the SSD array and install XFS on software RAID. We run 256 threads to issue requests in parallel to Linux page cache in order to provide sufficient I/O requests to the SSD array. We disable read ahead to avoid the kernel to read unnecessary data. Each thread opens the data file by itself because concurrent updates on a file handler in a NUMA machine leads to expensive inter-processor cache line invalidation. As shown in the previous section, XFS does not support parallel write, we only measure read performance.
Random Workloads:
The first experiment demonstrates that set-associative caching relieves the processor bottleneck on page replacement. We run the uniform random workload with no cache hits and measure IOPS and CPU utilization (Figure 7) . CPU cycles bound the IOPS of the Linux cache when run from a single processor-its best configuration. Linux uses all cycles on all 8 CPU cores to achieves 641K IOPS. The set-associative cache on the same hardware runs at under 80% CPU utilization and increases IOPS by 20% to the maximal performance of the SSD hardware. Running the same workload across the entire machine increases IOPS by another 20% to almost 950K for NUMA-SA. The same hardware configuration for Linux results in an IOPS collapse. Besides the poor performance of software RAID, a NUMA machine also amplifies locking overhead on the Linux page cache. The severe lock contention in the NUMA machine is caused by higher parallelism and more expensive cache line invalidation.
A comparison of IOPS as a function of cache hit rate reveals that the set-associative caches outperform the Linux cache at high hit rates and that caching is necessary to realize application performance. We measure IOPS under the uniform random workload for the Linux cache, with setassociative caching, and without caching (SSDFA). Overheads in the the Linux page cache make the set-associative cache realize roughly 30% more IOPS than Linux at all cache hit rates (Figure 8(a) ). The overheads come from different sources at different hit rates. At 0% the main overhead comes from I/O and cache replacement. At 95% the main overhead comes from the Linux virtual file system [7] and page lookup on the cache index.
Non-uniform memory widens the performance gap ( Figure  8 ). In this experiment application threads run on all processors. NUMA-SA effectively avoids lock contention and reduces remote memory access, but Linux page cache has YCSB-16T Synapses-1T Synapses-16T Figure 9 : The impact of page set sizes on cache hit rate in the set-associative cache under real workloads both in one and 16 threads.
severe lock contention in the NUMA machine. This results in a factor of four improvement in user-perceived IOPS when compared with the Linux cache. Notably, the Linux cache does not match the performance of our SSD file abstraction (with no cachcing) until a 75% cache hit rate, which reinforces the concept that lightweight I/O processing is equally important as caching to realize high IOPS.
The user-perceived I/O performance increases linearly with cache hit rates. This is true for set-associative caching, NUMA-SA, and Linux. The amount of CPU and effectiveness of the CPU dictates relative performance. Linux is always CPU bound. The Impact of Page Set Size:
An important parameter in a set-associative cache is the size of a page set. The parameter defines a tradeoff between cache hit rate and CPU overhead within a page set. Smaller pages sets reduce cache hit rate and interference. Larger page sets better approximate global caches, but increase contention and the overhead of page lookup and eviction.
The cache hit rates provide a lower bound on the page set size. Figure 9 shows that the page set size has a limited impact on the cache hit rate. Although a larger page set size increases the hit rate in all workloads, it has more noticeable impact on the YCSB workload. Once the page set size increase beyond 12 pages per set, there are minimal benefits to cache hit rates.
We choose the smallest page set size that provides good cache hit rates across all workloads. CPU overhead dictates small page sets. CPU increases with page set size by up to 4.3%. Cache hit rates result in better user-perceived performance by up to 3%. We choose 12 pages as the default configuration and use it for all subsequent experiments. Cache Hit Rates:
We compare the cache hit rate of the set-associative cache with other page eviction policies in order to quantify how well a cache with restricted associativity emulates a global cache [29] on a variety of workloads. Figure 10 compares the Clock-Pro page eviction variant used by Linux [16] . We also include the cache hit rate of GClock [31] on a global page buffer. For the set-associative cache, we implement these replacement policies on each page set as well as least- frequently used (LFU). When evaluating the cache hit rate, we use the first half of a sequence of accesses to warm the cache and the second half to evaluate the hit rate. The set-associative has a cache hit rate comparable to a global page buffer. It may lead to lower cache hit rate than a global page buffer for the same page eviction policy, as shown in the YCSB case. For workloads such as YCSB, which are dominated by frequency, LFU can generate more cache hits. It is difficult to implement LFU in a global page buffer, but it is simple in the set-associative cache due to the small size of a page set. We refer to [34] for more detailed description of LFU implementation in the set-associative cache. Performance on Real Workloads:
For user-perceived performance, the increased IOPS from hardware overwhelms any losses from decreased cache hit rates. Figure 11 shows the performance of set-associative and NUMA-SA caches in comparison to Linux's best performance under the Neo4j, YCSB, and Synapse workloads, Again, the Linux page cache performs best on a single processor.
The set-associative cache performs much better than Linux page cache under real workloads. The Linux page cache achieves around 50-60% of the maximal performance for read-only workloads (Neo4j and YCSB). Furthermore, it delivers only 8,000 IOPS for an unaligned-write workload (Synapses). The poor performance of Linux page cache results from the exclusive locking in XFS, which only allows one thread to access the page cache and issue one request at a time to the block devices.
HPC benchmark
This section evaluates the overall performance of the userspace file abstraction under HPC benchmarks. The typical setup of some HPC benchmarks such as MADbench2 [5] has very large read/writes (in the order of magnitude of 100 MB). However, our system is optimized mainly for small random I/O accesses and requires many parallel I/O requests to achieve maximal performance. We choose the IOR benchmark [30] for its flexibility. IOR is a highly parameterized benchmark and Shan et al. [30] has demonstrated that IOR can reproduce diverse scientific workloads.
However, IOR has some limitations. It only supports multi-process parallelism and synchronous I/O interface. SSDs require many parallel I/O requests to achieve maximal performance, and the current implementation of our system can only share page cache among threads. To better assess the performance of our system, we add multi-threading and asynchronous I/O support to the IOR benchmark.
We perform thorough evaluations to our system with the IOR benchmark. We evaluate the synchronous and asynchronous interface of the SSD user-space file abstraction with various request sizes. We compare our system with Linux's existing solutions, software RAID and Linux page cache. For fair comparison, we only compare two options: asynchronous I/O without caching and synchronous I/O with caching, because Linux AIO does not support caching and our system currently does not support synchronous I/O without caching. We only evaluate SA cache in SSDFA because NUMA-SA cache is optimized for the asynchronous I/O interface and a high cache hit rate, and the IOR workload does not generate cache hits. We turn on the random option in the IOR benchmark. We use both the N-1 test (N clients read/write to a single file) and the N-N test (N clients read-/write to N files) in IOR. Figure 12 and 13 show the results of the N-1 test. We only present the write performance in the N-N test shown in Figure 14 because the read performance in N-N test is similar to the one in N-1 test except that Linux buffered read in the N-N test can perform better in the NUMA configuration. Figure 12 shows that SSDFA read significantly outperforms Linux read on a NUMA machine in the N-1 test. When the request size is small, Linux AIO read has much lower throughput than SSDFA asynchronous read (no cache) in the NUMA configuration due to the bottleneck in the Linux software RAID. Although SSDFA synchronous buffered read perform poorly with small request sizes, its throughput increases constantly with larger requests. The throughput of Linux buffered read in the NUMA configuration, on the other hand, barely increases with the request size due to the high cache overhead.
SSDFA write performs much better than all Linux's solu- tions in the N-1 test, especially for small request sizes (Figure 13 ). Thanks to our novel design of the flush thread in our page cache, SSDFA synchronous buffered write can achieve performance close to SSDFA asynchronous write. XFS has two exclusive locks on each file: one is to protect the inode data structure and is held briefly at each acquisition; the other is to protect I/O access to the file and is held for a longer time. Linux AIO write only acquires the one for inode and Linux buffered write acquires both locks. Thus, Linux AIO cannot perform well with small writes on XFS, but it can still reach maximal performance with a large request size on both a single processor and four processors. Linux buffered write, on the other hand, performs much worse and its performance can only be improved slightly with a larger request size. Figure 14 shows that XFS and Linux page cache perform better in the N-N test than in the N-1 test, but SSDFA can still outperform them, especially for synchronous write. The N-N test essentially removes nearly all lock contention in XFS and Linux page cache, which boosts their performance. However, the bottleneck in the Linux software RAID still exists, so like the N-1 test, Linux AIO write is still slower than SSDFA asynchronous write in the NUMA configuration. Again, SSDFA synchronous buffered write can significantly outperform Linux buffered write thanks to our new design of the flush thread. Linux buffered write on a single processor performs worse than on four processors because Linux page cache hits a bottleneck in page allocation on a single processor. When a dedicated per-processor kernel thread cannot free sufficient pages to keep up the speed of page allocation required by other threads, all threads have to try to free pages and causes extremely high lock contention.
CONCLUSIONS
We present a storage system that achieves more than one million random read IOPS based on a user-space file abstraction running on an array of commodity SSDs. The file abstraction builds on top of a local file system on each SSD in order to aggregates their IOPS. It also creates dedicated threads for I/O to each SSD. These threads access the SSD and file exclusively, which eliminates lock contention in the file and device interfaces. The design amplifies IOPS by 3.5 times and realizes nearly the full potential of the SSD hardware, less than 1% loss for reads and 2.4% for writes.
In the file abstraction, we deploy a set-associative parallel page cache designed for non-uniform memory architectures. The design divides the global page cache into many small, independent sets, which reduces lock contention. For NUMA architectures, the design minimizes the CPU overhead associated with remote memory copies through a hybrid SMP and message passing programming model. Each processor is treated as a node in a distributed system and inter-processor operations exchange messages through rendezvous queues served by a dedicated thread pool. The multiple cores of each processor are programmed as an SMP. With page caching, user-perceived throughput grows linearly with the cache hit rate up to 16 million IOPS, more than four times that realized by Linux. Our optimizations in the parallel page cache achieve good performance for all request sizes and synchronous write performs nearly as well as asynchronous write.
As a whole, the design alleviates bottlenecks associated with lock contention, CPU overhead, and remote memory copies across many layers of hardware and software. The design captures parallelism and non-uniform performance of modern hardware to realize world-class performance for commodity SSDs.
